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Collective bargaining
plans proceed despite
Senate Bill 5 signing
By Alias* Widman
Assistant News Editor

The University administration and
faculty union are preparing for negotiations despite Gov. lohn Kasich's
recent signing of Senate Bill 5.
"We're continuing to prepare
for bargaining, undaunted," said
Karen Craigo, Faculty Association
communications director. "We
were a little thrown off trying to
fight the legislation — unsuccessfully, as it proved — and now our
eyes are back on the prize."
Despite disagreements concerning Senate Bill 5, representatives
from both the FA and administration
spoke similarly concerning collective
bargaining's future at the University.
"Our obligation is to comply with
the law as it presently applies, and
until Senate Bill 5 goes into effect,
we're both governed by the current
state of the law, which obligates us to
bargain with the faculty," said Sean
FitzGerald, the University's general
counsel. "We're ready to bargain
when they are."
The FA and administration are
still preparing their first bargaining
contract, which can be a lengthy
process, he said.
"This is our first contract, which
generally takes longer, because we're
starting with a clean slate," said Pat
Pauken, vice provost for governance
and faculty relations. "It's more
important for the faculty to get it right
than get it fast"
Gov. John Kasich signed Senate Bill
5 on March 31 and it is set to become
law June 30.
The bill limits collective bargaining
and striking rights for all public sector employees, affecting more than
350,000 people. It also bans binding
arbitration—when an impartial third
party helps resolve contract disputes.
Proponents of Senate Bill 5 have
praised it as a budget-balancing
measure that will save the state more
than $1 billion.
The bill also aligns Ohio law with
federal standards set by National
Labor Relations Board v. Yeshiva
University, a 1980 Supreme Court

DIVERSE: The International Studies Network met in the pub. and members discussed the traditional or modern dress that would be worn in each
oi their countries

GLOBAL GETUPS
Photos by Lauren Poff | The BG News
The International Studies Network
members shared both past and
present outfits from their countries
during an event Wednesday night.

SING: Guilleimo Lopez, from Mexico, rs studying music and sang
a traditional song in traditional clothing.

SHOW: Janet Sung from China. Jenny Hsieh from Taiwan, and Cuilin
Ge from China talk about their Chinese dresses

American Culture conference on
campus analyzes race in techno
and colleagues are gamers.
With "World of Warcraft," among
other games, Gajjala studies the
The online game "World of Warcraft," action of players creating online
allows players to explore landscapes, identities and growing in social
fight enemy monsters, complete interactions. The game provides
quests and interact with other play- players the opportunity to use virers all around the globe.
tual money to buy and sell avatars.
Many play the game, but
"It's like a nation unto its own,"
Radhika Gajjala, a professor in the Gajjala said. "|We are| being trained
American Culture Studies depart- to have online identities," she said
ment, goes deeper.
not only on games, but social netGajjala is currently planning the working sites as well.
"Digital/Media, Race, Affect and
The conference will study
Labor Conference," taking place on issues involving race, gender and
campus Thursday and lriday, which sexual orientation on social netis free and open to the public.
works as well.
Sponsored by the American
Robert Bodle, an assistant proCulture Studies department, the fessor from the College of Mount St.
event will analyze how race, diversi- loseph in Cincinnati, will talk about
ty and gender are used in the media. the implications of homophobic
More than 10 lecturers will be at speech on social networks.
the University to speak on different
In an email, he detailed what he
issues online, on television and other did fur his research, which he did
parts of the media.
with Lisa Wagner, also an assistant
Gajjala's personal research takes a professor from the same school.
closer look at race, labor and globalBodle and Wagner examined
ization in different games and social many anti-gay Facebook groupnetworks. Even though she's not too
See TKH| Page 2
much of a gamer, she has dabbled in
gaming and said some of her friends
By Malt Liana
Pulse Editor

NATION

LECTURES ON RACE
AND GENDER IN MEDIA
'Constructions of Race and
Gender in the Networks"
Union 208, 9:30-10:50 a.m.
■ ROBERT BODLE and
LISA WAGNER:
"Enlightened Homophobia:
The Implications of Anti-Gay
Hate Speech in Online Social
Networks"

David Jackson
Faculty Association
President

BREAKDOWN OF
SENATE BILL 5
OHIO SENATE BILL 5:
■ Affects more than 350.000
public workers
■ Removes their right to strike
■ Limits and reinstates their collective bargaining rights
■ Revises their process for contract disputes
■ Saves the state more than $1
billion
Source. Ohio Municipal League
website

case ruling that faculty at a private
New York institution are managerial
employees, FitzGerald said.
"Senate Bill 5, as it relates to faculty,
changes Ohio law in small but significant ways," he said. "It gives appropriate recognition to the very important
role faculty have in making fundamental decisions of great input to the
University — what gets taught and
researched, how and by whom."
Opponents of the bill, however, call
it a direct attack on unions.
Senate Bill 5's definition of faculty
as "management" ineligible for collective bargaining is wrong, said FA
President David Jackson.
The amended language was
"slipped in last minute" by the
Inter-University Council of Ohio, an
association of representatives from
the state's 14 public universities,
including University President Carol
Cartwright, Jackson said.
"The only reason that language
was sneaked into Senate Bill 5 was
because they couldn't thwart collective bargaining in a fair and free election," he said. "We're not management.
See BILL | Page 2
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■ CAROLYN ERLER:
"The Obama Code: Ghosts
and Monsters in the Visual
Datasphere"
■ SARAH FLORINI:
"Tweets. Tweeps. and
Signify n': African American
Communication on Black
People Twitter

•

■ LANCE MASSEY
"Teaching and Tenure in the
Research Focused University:
Materiality, Identity. Affect."
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BIG CATCH: Sean Crisafi and Tom Stewart fight lot the disc dunng a game of Ultimate with some
friends

SPORTS
Flyers soar over Falcons

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is the biggest cause of obesity in America?

Suspect returns to California

Calorie counts help consumers

A suspect in the bombing of a Santa

Columnist Tyler Buchanan says the new

Four of the five pitchers the BG baseball team

Monica, Calif synagogue is extradited

FDA regulations requiring calorie counts on

used allowed three runs or more as Dayton

JUSTIN CARDER
Sophomore. Supply Cham Management

from Ohio back to California to face

restaurant menus is a small step that may

put on a display of hitting in its 13-2 win on

"Founders Keepers" | Page 4

charges related to the blast | Pay* 5

help to fight obesity in the U.S. | Pag* 4

Wednesday afternoon at Steller Field | Pag* 6
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12:OOA.M.
A complainant repotted that the
parent of a Girl Scout refused
to turn in $6H to the Girl Scout
Council.

andfan pages to look at the
language used. They will also
refer lo (he new online video
channel "It Gets Better Project"
to discuss cyber bullying and
hate speech against homosexual teenagers.
Bodle and Wagner's presentation will be the first given on
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Sarah Florini, an assistant instructor from Indiana
University in Bloomington,
Indiana, will give a lecture
on African Americans on the
social networking site Twitter.
Currently a Ph.D. candidate,
she is looking to get a paper she
wrote on the subject published.
Data and statistics were
released reporting 25 percent of Twitter users are
African American, yet are
still "made completely invisible," Florini said.
Florini, who regularly uses
Twitter, will talk about the
communication habits among
African Americans on Twitter,
as well as what some refer to
as "Black People Twitter." A lot
of people stereotype African
American users, Florini said
"Not all black people are
the same," Florini said "Not
all black people on Twitter are
the same." People sometimes
"tend to focus on stereotypical
things," she said.
Florini will present her

306 P.M.
A complainant reported his
backpack stolen from the Student
Recreation Center

534 P.M.
A complainant reported he lost
his University ID. room key and
PED somewhere on campus.

728 P.M.
A complainant reported that her
mother and grandmother were
sitting in a vehicle outside her
residence taking pictures of her
to tiy to prove that she was violating a protective order against
her husband within the 100 block
of State Ave.

7:37 P.M.
A complainant reported a theft
after $200 went missing from
her sister's purse while her sister
has been a resident at Wood
Haven Health Care. She said it
could have happened sometime
between March 8 and March 50.

823 P.M.
Edward A Garrett. 44. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
receiving stolen property at
GameStop after a complainant
reported that property was stolen
from her home and sold to the
store

10:52 PM.
A complainant reported two
laptops and an Xbox stolen at
Anderson.

k

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

ONLINE: Go to bqvwwscom lor the
complete blotter hit

WILLOW
HOUSE
Le ig Office I ocaiedH:
104! N M.imSi.

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

MECCA
Management Inc.

Willow House Apts.
830 4,h St.
•1 Bedroom*
•1 Bath•Dishwasher*
•Garbage Disposal'
•Air Conditioning*
•Free Off Street Parking*
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her loved one overseas in
the military, the emotions
are meant for older audiences, Splicer said.
Students and staff can
hear more from these and
other lecturers at the conference. On Wednesday, speakers will be in the Union in
room 208 from 9:30-10:50
a.m. and 2:15-3:35 p.m.,
and room 315 from II a.m.
- 12:20 p.m. On Thursday,
more speakers will be in
the East Hall Conference
Room from 9-10:30 a.m.
and a roundtable discussion will be in Olscamp
room 101 at 11 a.m.
Doctoral
candidate
Katarzyna Chmielewska,
also
from
Indiana
University's Bloomington
campus, is looking forward
to hearing other lectures.
"You meet people with
different perspectives ...
really interesting people
doing cutting edge research,"
Chmielewska said. "(We're
having the] important conversation of the role of the
Internet and the media."
She will present her findings concerning the history of the Interne) and the
impact it had on gender
identity, namely women.
Gajjala wishes to connect
race issues in the real and
digital world.
"Life inspires what you do
online," Gajjala said.

research on Thursday.
The conference will analyze gadgets as well.
Robert Spicer, an instructor of communications
from DeSales University in
Pennsylvania, will be lecturing about the "interesting marketing techniques"
Apple used to promote the
iPhone 4. He's been evaluating the promotion campaign since it was launched.
During his talk, taking
place Thursday afternoon,
Spicer will be explaining
the significance in the visual elements of the advertising. In the series of advertisements he will use in his
presentation, viewers will
see only a hand using the
iPhone's touch-screen and
the face of the caller on the
phone. Spicer will explain
the reasoning behind this
marketing scheme, and
why the theme of the commercials appeals to an
older audience.
"The market of young
people was probably saturated," Splicer said. "The
commercials
surrounding middle-aged people
"stretches to parents landj
grandparents," he said.
The face is the primary
tool of the affective connection and emotion, Splicer
said. In one commercial,
when a pregnant woman
uses the iPhone to send a
picture of her ultrasound to

BILL
The administration can assert it,
but it doesn't make it true. We're
purely advisers, and that can be
and is frequently ignored"
Along with others across
the state. Jackson is gathering
more than 200,000 signatures
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From Page 1
BRYAN-MITCHELL
YOUNG:
"Damn, Do any of You
Guys Ever Get Any
Sun?" Hyperwhiteness
and White Guilt at LAN
Parties."
"BGSU Faculty and
Graduate Students"
Union 315.
11 a.m.-1220 p.m.
ALEX CHAMPLIN:
Beta Makes it Better?:
Free Labor, in Product
Development."
MELINDA LEWIS:
"'Following' the Industry
Skins, Affect, and the
Industrial Strategies of
Convergence."
"Questions of Labor
and Nationality at the
Interface" Union 208.
2:15-3:35 p.m.
KATARZYNA
CHMIELEWSKA
"Inside the Internet:
Emergence of a
National Internet' and
Construction of Gender
Subjectivity."

■ A referendum allows
Ohioans to vote in
November to decide if
the bill becomes law.
■ 231,149 signatures are
needed to place a referendum on the ballot.
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Studios/1 Bdrm
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R^LATIVf TO

I KASKS201I

Sign OIK year lease, get half
•if r ■oath's rent FREE!
•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets wekome
* 'Short-term leases available

/v\0TH£R

■ Signatures must be collected from 44 of Ohio's
88 counties.
■ Senate Bill 5 will
become law June 30
unless enough signatures are collected.
Source. Ohio Secretary of State
website

133N.PMSPECT
6 bedroom, 2 full 2 half baths
Unfurnished, washer/dryer
Limit6 - lease 5/14/11-5/12/11
318 H. MAIN ST.
6 bedroom, 2.5 bath
Unfurnished House
Limits- lease 8/14/11-8/8/12

COLUMNISTS

$1.800/»i
♦utilities

$1,8(XW
(•utilities

MEDIA
322 N. WIN ST.
7 bedroom, 3 bath
Unfurnished w/garage
Limit 7-lease 5/12/11-5/7/12
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COPY

"Diva Roundtable"
Olscamp 101,11 a.m12:30 pm

2011 HOUSING SPECIAL

VIDEOGRAPHERS

GRAPHIC

I CAROLYN ERLER:
"Chimera: Biogeography
of a Family Cancer in
Ward One of Toledo,
Ohio."

6 &7 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR RENT
419-352-0717

EDITORS

M ULTI-MEDIA

Ufa."

The closure will allow for equipment
and cranes throughout the day.

STAFF

ON-LINE

I MICHAEL
DELNERO:
"Bodies. State, and
the (Home)Land:
Looking at the Critical
Art Ensemble and the
Question of Sustainable

No occupancy in West Hall will be
allowed for safety concerns.

REPORTERS

OPINION

I JULIE/YUJIE
CHEN:
"Bodies and Embodied
Space in Virtual
Migration Practices."

West Hall will be under construction
on Saturday. April 16. The building will
be closed for the replacement of the
rooftop-cooling tower.

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Summer & Fall
2011 Staffs

STAFF

"Affective Bodies"
East Hall Conference
Room 103.9-10:30 a.m.

West Hall closed on
Saturday

TH£ 5\1£ Of- TH£

• 419-352-7691 nto *

WEB

"Keynote Address by
Anna Everett"
Union 201.7-8:30 pm
Friday, April 15

CAMPUS
BRIEF

AR£ TH£ 5<v\ALUr5T

SPRING/SUMMER

ROBERT SPICER:
"Hands and Faces: The
iPhone 4. Facetime and
the Affective Labor of
Looking."

CASSANDRA
JONES:
"Collapsing/Eliding of
Otherness in Sims 2
Machinima."

OHIO
REFERENDUM
PROCESS

in hopes of a referendum on
the November ballot, aikiwing
()h ii i, 11 is to vote to decide if the
bill becomes law.
"We're 100 percent certain
we'll collect enough signatures
and overturn it," he said. "Until
then, the plan is to continue
moving forward. We're putting
together our negotiating team
and we will begin meeting with
the administration really soon."

From Page 1

LECTURES

ASSISTANTS

DESIGNERS
EDITORS

1366E.WHSTU
6 bedroom, 4 bath
furnished duplex
Limit 6-lease 8/5/11-8/2/12

Applications are available in
210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 18.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.

Call For Special Offers!

SIGNUPTODAYI
445 E Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
(4191352 0717

Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com

Hours'
Mon-Fri 9am-5|vn
Saturday 10am 3pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
J 15 l-.;i>l Minister SI. • .152-11717
GREENBRIAR, INC.
Huu.tiriTiihriarKtiiljK.cniu
Call for details!
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Libyan rebels urge
stronger US
military role

Brazil to promote
tourism with
release of 'Rio'

As John Paul
beatification nears,
criticism mounts

Belarus: Suspects
confess in Minsk
subway attack

Diplomats say
Palestinians ready
for statehood

Carrier officers:
Gadhafi's troops
hard to spot

DOHA, Qatar-Libya's
rebels urged the U.S. military
Wednesday to reassert a stronger
role in the NATO-led air campaign and Qatar's crown prince
told international envoys it was
time to help tip the Kales against
Moammar Gadhafi's regime.

BRASILIA. Brazil-Brail's
tourism agency plans to use the
global release of the 3-D animation movie "Rio" to promote
the country as a destination for
foreign tourists.

VATICAN CITY-Few deny
that Pope John Paul II was a towering figure of the 20th century, a
great pope of great consequence.
His record-fast beatification,
though, has prompted questions
even from some supporters who
suggest the Vatican should first
answer lingering concerns about
the flaws of his papacy

MINSK. Belarus-Three
suspects have confessed to being
involved in the Minsk subway
bombing, police said Wednesday.
and Belarusian authorities
rounded up dissidents across
the country after the president
declared that they might know
who "ordered the attack "

BRUSSELS-A group of
international negotiators said
the Palestinian Authority has
succeeded in building the
capabilities needed to run a
country - and now the political work of a permanent peace
just needs to catch up.

ABOARD THE CHARLES
DE GAULLE-As French navy
Rafale and Super Etendard
fighter-bombers carrying
laser-guided bombs catapulted
Wednesday off the Charles
de Gaulle aircraft carrier into
a cloudless Mediterranean sky.
officers onboard described the
difficulties they face: Despite all
the modem technology, troops
loyal to Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi are harder than ever to
identify from the air.

The appeals reflected the
urgent backdrop for meetings
among the UN. secretary-general and other top Western and
Arab envoys gathered in Qatar's
capital to discuss ways to end the
Libyan crisis.

Embratur said Wednesday
a short promotional video
- "Brazil Calls You. Celebrate
Life Here" - will be shown in
theaters in 10 nations around
the world just before the film is
screened this weekend.

John Paul's holiness and
accomplishments aren't much
in dispute: The second-longest
living pope helped bring down
communism, steered the
Catholic Church through the
tumultuous decades after the
Second Vatican Council, and
seemingly made being Catholic
hip for a generation of young
f *»!_ fl 1 A 1 II*
faithful who flocked to his
Masses around the globe.

While peace efforts remain
the top objective, there also
appeared to be a shift toward
trying to boost the rebels
ability to protect their territory. One proposal noted by
Italy - Libya's former colonial
ruler - calls for allies to provide
defensive weapons.

There will be 7.500 showings
of the video at 250 movie houses
in Argentina. Colombia. Chile.
Italy. Netherlands. Paraguay,
Peru. Portugal, Spain and the
United States.

Qatar s crown prince said it
was a "race against time" to give
Gadhafi's outgunned opponents
the tools to fight.

Besides promoting Brazil, the
video is aimed at reducing concerns that foreigners may have
about violence in Rio de Janeiro.
the Brazilian city most visited by
tourists, an Embratur official said.
The official agreed to discuss that
aspect of the video only if not
quoted by name.

-AdamSchreck(AP)

Those attributes and more
are being highlighted in the
runup to the May 1 beatification, which organizers estimate
will bring as many as a million
pilgrims to Rome. It's the last
formal step before being canonized as a saint. A prayer vigil on
the Circus Maximus, an all-night
prayer session in downtown
Rome churches and the beatification Mass celebrated by Pope
Benedict XVI top the agenda
for the three-day event.

- Marco Sibaja (AP)

The head of the KGB. Belarus'
security service, said a man in
his mid-20s was arrested and
confessed to carrying out the
bombing that killed 12 people
and wounded over 200 Monday
at the main subway station in
Minsk, the capital.
KGB chief Vadim Zaitsev did
not identify the man and refused
to discuss his motives but said
he was "not only unhealthy in his
psychological state but unhealthy
in his ambitions."
Two other suspects also
confessed to being involved in
the subway attack. Zaitsev and
police officials said. They did
not elaborate
- Yuras Karmanau (AP)

The Ad Hoc Liaison
Committee, which met
Wednesday in Brussels, cited
reports prepared for it by the
World Bank, the United Nations
and the International Monetary
Fund as saying the Palestinian
Authority is "above the threshold
for a functioning state in the key
sectors they studied "

Gadhafi s forces are now
expertly camouflaging their
units to conceal them from
detection and attack from the
air. the officers said.

The positive assessment came
despite the fact that the Gaza
Strip, part of any future state.
is controlled by Hamas, a rival
Palestinian faction that several
countries including the United
States. EU and Israel consider a
terrorist group.

"There is obviously a degree
of savoir-faire on the part (of
Gadhafi's forces) that we haven't
seen before." said the commander of the carrier s air wing, who
identified himself only as Herve.
- Slobodan Lekk (AP)

The Islamic militant Hamas
and Palestinian Authority
President Mahmoud Abbas have
been bitter rivals since Hamas
overran Gaza in 2007.
-DonMelvin(AP)

- Nicole Winfield(AP)

ONE MONTH FREE RENT!
with 12 month lease.
Good through 4/15/11

BENTWOOD ESTATES
• 3 or 4 Bedroom Houses
• Air Conditioning
• Garages
• Dishwashers

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

• Microwaves
•Washer and Dryer

II I I
(419)352-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC. www.GpeenbPiarRentals.com

Tonight!!!!

' it
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319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday 8:30 to 5:00

419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Today is the Day(

Live in Anderson Arena
prom The Tonight Show with Jay Leno
and Chelsea Lately
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Also featuring: Dan Adhoot, Geoff Keith and
B'GSU'S Brandon Schneider

I

with

ist Annual Comedy Festival
Buy your tickets at the BTSU Info Desk til 3pm
Also look for us in the union oval from Ilam-3pm
(We will be giving t-shirts away)

Tickets will also be sold at the door
lickets are S5 and benefit Dance Marathon
Doors open at 6:15pm
Showtime is 7pm
4118 Hiiwcn I homilsnii Student I niim/ imuao » lmsii.edu/ 4l't-.V72-2-IH(<
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"It's like a nation unto its own. We are being trained to have online identities."
- American Culture Studies professor Radhika Gajjala on the social effects of online life [see story,
pg i]-
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is the biggest cause of obesity in America?
"Fast food"

"Food choices and

"McDonalds"

"Videogames"

K
**$

lack of exercise"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
SHOUAHANG.
Sophomore.
Pre Physical Therapy

NICKCANTWEIL,
Sophomore.
Biology

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Latta votes based on
opinions rather than
social weight
A few weeks ago a couple
friends and 1 went to Rep.
Bob Latta's office. We were
greeted by a couple handsome looking young male
staff members who said
they were happy to answer
any questions we had about
the legislative progress or
Latta's view on issues.
1 spoke up first, explaining that 1 was concerned
about latta's involvement
in the Republican Study
Committee. Recently Rep.
lim Jordan, who is the chairman of the largest conservative caucus, has been mentioning intention to use the
caucus to ban gay marriage
in Washington, D.C.
Since the Supreme Court
ratified the counsel's processes to get the legislation
passed, lordan believes that
Congress is the next step to
undo the decision.
Seeing as Latta is a member of the caucus, I wanted to make sure he knew
his constituents would be
in stark opposition to federal involvement over D.C.
counsel's unanimous decision and collective vote to
legalize gay marriage in the
nation's capital.
Afterlsaidsomethingthat
resembled the explanation
above, the staff members
quizzically responded that
Latta wouldn't read any legislation until it was brought
up in the Republican Study
Committee.
Here is my issue: Why
doesn't Latta's staff know
what the Republican Study
Committee is? Sure, the
name is a misnomer, sounding like a congressional committee and not a caucus of
members. Rut shouldn't they
know what caucuses Rep.
Latta belongs to?
Wouldn't his staff then be
familiar with their superior's
committee assignments?
Wouldn't they have assured
me that as a member of the
Committee on Energy and
Commerce, his vote on the

issue wouldn't have mattered until it passed through
another committee?
I admit my question came
out of nowhere. Jordan has
received little publicity on
his determination to undue
Washington's new marriage
legislation. But when the
staff member saw I was discouraged with his answer he
continued to explain to me
that Rep. Latta supports traditional marriage.
This is where I would have
tost it had I not been composed and cordial. I find it
really hard to believe that
any member of Congress
would train their staff to boil
answers down to the issues.
The
House
of
Representatives does not vote
on issues; it votes on legislation. Members of Congress
and their staff should understand that merely having
an opinion on issues isn't
enough to be capable of serving their district.
My trip to Latta's office
showed Latta only votes
based on opinion, completely
disregarding the weight legislation might have on members of our district and others
representing Ohio's fifth congressional district.
1 mentioned in an early letter to the editor my distrust
of Latta after he voted against
ending the military's LGBT
discrimination shortly after
the city of Bowling Green
voted to end discrimination
in the workforce. My distrust
of Latta has turned into fear
after seeing firsthand his staff
members' incompetence by
defending their superior's
shortcomings.
If he wants to stay in office,
he needs to respect the voice
of the city and surround himself with staff members educated in legislative processes.
Right now his efforts to represent us are sub-par, and as
an American I am concerned
that my voice is not heard in
the federal government.

RJ Ingrain
Junior
migram@6gSM.edu
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
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page.
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Em.rald (University of
Oregon)
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A crisis was "averted" Friday
evening when leaders of
Congress and President
Obama compromised on an
agreement to shave roughly
38.5 billion of the 2011 budget
— a whopping 1 percent.
Included with the agreement was a spending bill
that will fund the government for about the next
week. Both the compromise
and the spending bill still
have to be approved by the
House and Senate.
The reason for the quotation marks above is that the
shutdown was extremely
unlikely to happen, despite
what the media was saying.
It probably isn't shocking to
anyone that the media used
the vague possibility of the
government "shutting down"

much government regulation citizens of tomorrow. We're
and policy are widespread.
taking steps in the right
However, this should be direction but are being ultimore than an ideological mately hindered by people
debate about government who cannot overcome ideointervention. This is the logical differences.
beginning of a large-scale
To keep a close eye on the
effort to withstand the government's influence on
trends of obesity throughout our lives is a permanent facthe country. Frankly, we as a tion of American politics.
nation aren't doing too well That's what our nation was
founded upon.
on our own.
In reality, it seems truly
However, crying wolf and
American of us to not be giving an instantaneous
able to admit that we need stamp of disapproval for
every piece of progressive
the help.
Others criticize that this is legislation provides a diffitargeting only one part of the cult roadblock for tackling
obesity issue. However, this tough issues. Ideas must be
is hardly the only effort tak- judged on their own merits,
ing place. Michelle Obama, not generalized based on an
taking a cue from Betty ideological talking point.
I Ieallh is a serious problem
Ford, Nancy Reagan and
other notable first ladies, has in this country, and ignoring
championed a "Let's Move" it has proven to be a losing
campaign for children across battle. It's time for progresthe nation to be more active.
sive solutions.
This is going to be a very
Ronald and friends,
difficult trend to slow down, watch out.
much less reverse. It will
take, among many other facRespond lo Tyler at
tors, focusing on the issues
of today and educating our
lhenews@bgnews.com

I*

to attract viewers. News
agencies played off the fear
and uncertainty to keep the
American public glued to
their laptops and television
screens. A veritable buffet of
hypothetical situations were
served a la carte, allowing us
to choose whichever situations frightened us the most
or simply load our plates with
all of them.
To the media's credit, if
the government had shut
down, it would indeed have
been a crisis. It would have
been unthinkable if military
families or federal employees
hadn't been paid. But what
the media really should have
focused on was how likely
a governmental shutdown
actually was. The likelihood
was less than the percentage
cut of the budget.
Regardless of how much
posturing was going on by
politicians prior to a deal

being brokered, a governmental shutdown would
have been so politically
damaging for everyone
involved that it simply
would not have happened.
Yes, there was fiery rhetoric from Republicans, trying to appeal to their base
by making bombastic claims
about shredding government spending. There were
aggressive statements made
by Democrats, claiming
Republicans were attempting to turn the debate into
a social policy issue over
Planned Parenthood. In the
end, politicians did what was
politically necessary: they
compromised.
It is simply basic bargaining strategy. The NFL is going
through a similar process
right now. If a new collective
bargaining agreement is not
reached by the end of the summer, it is likely there won't be

a season next year (i.e. shutdown). There are reports that
the players' union and the
owners are separated by large
gulfs, particularly over the
players' salaries. Many teams
are operating at heavy losses
(i.e. deficits) because of the
inflated salaries. Right now it
would appear there won't be
an NFL season next year.
That will change as the
summer approaches.
When individuals come
to the bargaining table, they
start with their most extreme
demands. You don't go to
a Saturday market offering a thousand bucks for a
leather wallet. Two opposite
positions are laid out, and
through negotiating you
come to at least an acceptable, if not completely agreeable, outcome.
News agencies either failed
to acknowledge this or simply
chose not to.
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Media sensationalism intensified
possibility of government shutdown
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Comtrucbon Management

obesity rates at one-third for
adults. While only around
one-fifth of children are
obese, this mark is triple what
it was less than thirty years
ago. To ignore these trends is
beyond damaging.
This leads to a very
For years, Ronald McDonald
has had to deal with the apparent increase in the
Hamburglar trying to steal level of health problems as
his food. Now, he'll turn his well as immensely rising
attention to a different, more health costs.
The FDA's measure comes
serious opposition.
Instead of costumes, they as a national proposal as
wear suits and ties, and cities across America create
are prepared to hand out a their own dietary mandates.
Boston's mayor, for examMcProposal — all chain restaurants with more than 20 ple, moved to ban sugary
locations would be required drinks such as non-diet
to present calorie counts for sodas and energy drinks
all products. This, the Food from being sold or advertised
and Drug Administration on city property.
states, goes for bakeries,
On the other coast, San
grocery stores, convenience Francisco worked to ban
stores and most of all, fast- fast-food chains from disfood chains. The exception tributing toys in children's
goes for businesses whose meals which exceed certain
purpose isn't food (movie health requirements. New
theaters, for example).
York City is considering a
Is this necessary? More similar ban as well.
Obviously, this kind of legthan you realize. The Center
for Disease Control and islation in this country comes
Prevention puts current with criticism. Cries of too
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Ohio woman
suffocates while
lodged in window

DC holiday delays
federal tax
filing deadline

Mont, gov vetoes
repeal of medical
marijuana law

Southwest jet
takes flight after
fuselage repair

15th indicted in
piracy that killed
four US yachters

LEBANON. Ohio (AP)-An
Ohio woman who may have
locked herself out of her house
while her husband was away
died when she got stuck trying
to enter through a basement
window and suffocated

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Taxpayers get an extra three
days to file their federal tax
returns this year, and they can
thank the nation's capital for the
extra time.

HELENA.Mont-Montana
Gov. Brian Schweitzer has vetoed
a bill that would have repealed
the state's voter-approved medical marijuana law.

PHOENIX-A Southwest
Airlines jetliner that had a fuselage rupture above Arizona early
this month has left the state after
being repaired.

Schweitzer, a Democrat.
vetoed the Republican-backed
measure Wednesday along with
several others he called "frivolous.
unconstitutional or in direct contradiction to the expressed will of
the people of Montana"

The Boeing 757-300 has been
repainted and there is no sign of
the 5-foot hole that opened in
the plane's roof on April 1. Yuma
International Airport spokeswoman Gen Grosse said.

NORFOLK.Va -Federal
prosecutors said the latest man
indicted In the killing of four
American yachters is the highestranking pirate they ve captured
m the case.

Investigators m Lebanon
(LEH'-buh-nuhn) in southwest
Ohio say 44-year-old Esther
Kline's husband found her body
when he returned from an out-ofstate trip.
Coroner's officials say she
might have been pinned in the
window for about nine hours. Her
husband called 911 Tuesday night
when he got home.

The filing deadline is delayed
until midnight Monday because
the District of Columbia will
observe Emancipation Day
Friday. By law. local holidays in
the nation's capital impact tax
deadlines the same way federal
holidays would. States generally
follow the federal deadline.
Emancipation Day marks
the occasion when President
Abraham Lincoln signed a law
ending slavery in the District
of Columbia. Lincoln signed it
April 16.1862. more than eight
months before he signed the
Emancipation Proclamation.
which eventually led to all slaves
being freed.
April 16 falls on Saturday
this year, so the holiday is being
observed April 15, the traditional
tax filing deadline

Montana voters in 2004
overwhelmingly approved the
use of medical marijuana by
the very sick. There are now
more than 28.000 registered
medical pot users.
Supporters of repeal say the
boom has gone too far and that
the voter initiative has too many
holes to be effectively reformed.
A separate bill proposing
changes in the law is now in conference committee. It may be this
Legislatures last chance of acting
on the issue with little more than
a week left in the session.
- Stephen Dockery(AP)

The jet flew to Southwest's
home base at Love Field in
Dallas on Wednesday morning.
company spokeswoman Brandy
King said. The plane made a brief
stop and then took off again for
a flight to a facility where more
permanent repairs can be made.
The aircraft tracking website
Flight Aware showed the final
destination as Greesnboro. N C.
site of a major private repair facility. The flight never went over
10.000 feet, meaning it could fly
without pressurization.
-Bob Christie (AP)

BGNEWS

V

They said Wednesday that
the bilingual Mohammad Saaili
Shibin is accused of operating
from shore and negotiating ransom payments (or the Americans
killed in February.
The FBI and the military
apprehended Shibin in
Somalia sometime last week.
He arrived in the U.S. on
Friday and his indictment was
unsealed Wednesday
Thirteen Somalis and a man
from Yemen pleaded not guilty
last month to piracy, kidnapping and firearms charges
related to the same hijacking of
the yacht Quest Their trial is
scheduled for Nov. 29
Shibin was ordered to remain
in jail Wednesday until his trial.
He faces piracy, kidnapping and
weapons charges.
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Ohio police chief
cancels hundreds
of tickets
HAMILTON. Ohio (AP)
- Motorists are off the hook for
more than 900 speeding tickets
automatically issued by a mobile
poke camera in southwest Ohio.
The camera had been stationed in a park in Hamilton on
April 2 at the same time a youth
soccer tournament the MidAmerican Soccer Classic, was
being held.
Police Chief Neil Ferdelman
tells The JournalNews of
Hamilton that he canceled the
tickets because of the tournament, which he says drew
many out-of-towners who were
unaware the camera was in use.
The tournament's director says
there would have been consequences for next years event if
Hamilton had decided to pursue
the tickets.
At $95 each, the 900 tickets
would have totaled more than
186.000. The chief says 70 of
the tickets were mailed. Those
motorists have been sent letters
telling them, never mind.

Shibin s arraignment was set
for April 27
- Brock Vergakis(AP)

Suspect
returns to
California
Explosion suspect
faces charges after
fleeing his state
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By Thomas J. Sheeran
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The suspect in an explosion at a
Santa Monica, Calif., synagogue agreed Wednesday
to return from Ohio to
face charges.
Ron Hirsch, 60, waived a
detention hearing and (old
a federal magistrate judge
that he was ready to be
returned to face charges
in the blast. No plea was
entered on a federal fugitive count.
Hirsch waved and smiled
at reporters in court and
offered short, polite answers
to the judge's questions about
his case.
Los Angeles County
prosecutors have filed four
felony charges, including
possession of a destructive
device and explosion with
intent to murder.
His attorney,
Daniel
Chaplin, said Hirsch will fight
the California charges and
maintains his innocence.
"He's anxious to go back to
California," Chaplin said outside court.
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"It's like a nation unto its own. We are being trained to have online identities."
- American Culture Studies professor Radhika Gajjala on the social effects of online life [see story,
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is the biggest cause of obesity in America?
"Food choices and

"Fast food"

■McDonalds"

"Videogames."
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lack of exercise"

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
SHOUAHANG.
Sophomore,
Pre Physical Therapy

NKKCAHTWELL,
Sophomore.
Biology

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Latta votes based on
opinions rather than

social weight
A few weeks ago a couple
friends and I went to Rep.
Bob Latta's office. We were
greeted by a couple handsome looking young male
staff members who said
they were happy to answer
any questions we had about
the legislative progress or
Latta's view on issues.
I spoke up first, explaining that I was concerned
about Latta's involvement
in the Republican Study
Committee, Recently Rep.
)im Jordan, who is the chairman of the largest conservative caucus, has been mentioning intention to use the
caucus to ban gay marriage
in Washington, D.C.
Since the Supreme Court
ratified the counsel's processes to get the legislation
passed, (ordan believes that
Congress is the next step to
undo the decision.
Seeing as Latta is a member of the caucus, I wanted to make sure he knew
his constituents would be
in stark opposition to federal involvement over D.C.
counsel's unanimous decision and collective vote to
legalize gay marriage in the
nation's capital.
Afterlsaidsomethingthat
resembled the explanation
above, the staff members
quizzically responded that
Latta wouidn't read any legislation until it was brought
up in the Republican Study
Committee.
Here is my issue: Why
doesn't Latta's staff know
what the Republican Study
Committee is? Sure, the
name is a misnomer, sounding like a congressional committee and not a caucus of
members. But shouldn't they
know what caucuses Rep.
Latta belongs to?
Wouldn't his staff then be
familiar with their superior's
committee assignments?
Wouldn't they have assured
me that as a member of the
Committee on Energy and
Commerce, his vote on the

issue wouldn't have mattered until it passed through
another committee?
I admit my question came
out of nowhere. Jordan has
received little publicity on
his determination to undue
Washington's new marriage
legislation. But when the
staff member saw I was discouraged with his answer he
continued to explain to me
that Rep. Latta supports traditional marriage.
This is where I would have
lost it had I not been composed and cordial. I find it
really hard to believe that
any member of Congress
would train their staff to boil
answers down to the issues.
The
House
of
Representatives does not vote
on issues; it votes on legislation. Members of Congress
and their staff should understand that merely having
an opinion on issues isn't
enough to be capable of serving their district.
My trip to Latta's office
showed Latta only votes
based on opinion, completely
disregarding the weight legislation might have on members of our district and others
representing Ohio's fifth congressional district.
I mentioned in an early letter to the editor my distrust
of Latta after he voted against
ending the military's LGBT
discrimination shortly after
the city of Bowling Green
voted to end discrimination
in the workforce. My distrust
of Latta has turned into fear
after seeing firsthand his staff
members' incompetence by
defending their superior's
shortcomings.
If he wants to stay in office,
he needs to respect the voice
of the city and surround himself with staff members educated in legislative processes.
Right now his efforts to represent us are sub-par, and as
an American I am concerned
that my voice is not heard in
the federal government.

RJ Ingram
Junior
ringram@bgsu.edu
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor
■ Email us at thenews®bgnevvs-com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal.
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New calorie count requirements
may help fight obesity epidemic
obesity rates at one-third for much government regulation
adults. While only around and policy are widespread.
However, this should be
one-fifth of children are
obese, this mark is triple what more than an ideological
it was less than thirty years debate about government
ago. To ignore these trends is intervention. This is the
beginning of a large-scale
beyond damaging.
This leads to a very effort to withstand the
For years, Ronald McDonald
has had to deal with the apparent increase in the trends of obesity throughout
Hamburglar trying to steal level of health problems as the country. Frankly, we as a
his food. Now, he'll turn his well as immensely rising nation aren't doing too well
on our own.
attention to a different, more health costs.
In reality, it seems truly
serious opposition.
The FDA's measure comes
Instead of costumes, they as a national proposal as American of us to not be
wear suits and ties, and cities across America create able to admit that we need
the help.
are prepared to hand out a their own dietary mandates.
Boston's mayor, for examOthers criticize that this is
McProposal — all chain restaurants with more than 20 ple, moved to ban sugary targeting only one part of the
locations would be required drinks such as non-diet obesity issue. However, this
to present calorie counts for sodas and energy drinks is hardly the only effort takall products. This, the Food from being sold or advertised ing place. Michelle Obama,
taking a cue from Betty
and Drug Administration on city property.
On the other coast, San Ford, Nancy Reagan and
states, goes for bakeries,
grocery stores, convenience Francisco worked to ban other notable first ladies, has
stores and most of all, fast- fast-food chains from dis- championed a "Let's Move"
food chains. The exception tributing toys in children's campaign for children across
goes for businesses whose meals which exceed certain the nation to be more active.
This is going to be a very
purpose isn't food (movie health requirements. New
theaters, for example).
York City is considering a difficult trend to slow down,
much less reverse. It will
Is this necessary? More similar ban as well.
Obviously, this kind of leg- take, among many other facthan you realize. The Center
for Disease Control and islation in this country comes tors, focusing on the issues
Prevention puts current with criticism. Cries of too of today and educating our

College News Network

A crisis was "averted" Friday
evening when leaders of
Congress and President
Obama compromised on an
agreement to shave roughly
38.5 billion of the 2011 budget
— a whopping 1 percent.
Included with the agreement was a spending bill
that will fund the government for about the next
week. Both the compromise
and the spending bill still
have to be approved by the
House and Senate.
The reason for the quotation marks above is that the
shutdown was extremely
unlikely to happen, despite
what the media was saying.
It probably isn't shocking to
anyone that the media used
the vague possibility of the
government "shutting down"
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Hypothetical situations, panic, round-the-clock coverage made situation seem more dire
By Man Tallam, Th. Dally
Emerald (University of
Oregon)

ANDREA FEW. PHOTO EDITOR

Email: th«iews@bgnewsxom

citizens of tomorrow. We're
taking steps in the right
direction but are being ultimately hindered by people
who cannot overcome ideological differences.
To keep a close eye on the
government's influence on
our lives is a permanent faction of American politics.
That's what our nation was
founded upon.
However, crying wolf and
giving an instantaneous
stamp of disapproval for
every piece of progressive
legislation provides a difficult roadblock for tackling
tough issues. Ideas must be
judged on their own merits,
not generalized based on an
ideological talking point.
Health is a serious problem
in this country, and ignoring
it has proven to be a losing
battle. It's time for progressive solutions.
Ronald and friends,
watch out.

Media sensationalism intensified
possibility of government shutdown
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feedback at bgviews.com

to attract viewers. News being brokered, a govern- a season next year (i.e. shutagencies played off the fear mental shutdown would down). There are reports that
and uncertainty to keep the have been so politically the players' union and the
American public glued to damaging for everyone owners are separated by large
their laptops and television involved that it simply gulfs, particularly over the
screens. A veritable buffet of would not have happened.
players' salaries. Many teams
Yes, there was fiery rheto- are operating at heavy losses
hypothetical situations were
served a la carte, allowing us ric from Republicans, try- (i.e. deficits) because of the
to choose whichever situa- ing to appeal to their base inflated salaries. Right now it
tions frightened us the most by making bombastic claims would appear there won't be
or simply load our plates with about shredding govern- an NFL season next year.
ment spending. There were
all of them.
That will change as the
To the media's credit, if aggressive statements made summer approaches.
the government had shut by Democrats, claiming
When individuals come
down, it would indeed have Republicans were attempt- to the bargaining table, they
been a crisis. It would have ing to turn the debate into start with their most extreme
been unthinkable if military a social policy issue over demands. You don't go to
families or federal employees Planned Parenthood. In the a Saturday market offerhadn't been paid. But what end, politicians did what was ing a thousand bucks for a
the media really should have politically necessary: they leather wallet. Two opposite
focused on was how likely compromised.
positions are laid out, and
a governmental shutdown
It is simply basic bargain- through negotiating you
actually was. The likelihood ing strategy. The NFL is going come to at least an acceptwas less than the percentage through a similar process able, if not completely agreecut of the budget
right now. If a new collective able, outcome.
Regardless of how much bargaining agreement is not
News agencies either failed
posturing was going on by reached by the end of the sum- to acknowledge this or simply
politicians prior to a deal mer, it is likely there won't be chose not to.
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Ohio woman
suffocates while
lodged in window

DC holiday delays
federal tax
filing deadline

Mont, gov vetoes
repeal of medical
marijuana law

Southwest jet
takes flight after
fuselage repair

15th indicted in
piracy that killed
four US yachters

Ohio police chief
cancels hundreds
of tickets

LEBANON. Ohio (AP)- An
Ohio woman who may have
locked herself out o( her house
while her husband was away
died when she got stuck trying
to enter through a basement
window and suffocated. .

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Taxpayers get an extra three
days to file their federal tax
returns this year, and they can
thank the nation's capital for the
extra time.

HELENA. Mont.-Montana
Gov. Brian Schweitzer has vetoed
a bill that would have repealed
the state's voter-approved medical marijuana law.

PHOENIX-A Southwest
Airlines jetliner that had a fuselage rupture above Arizona early
this month has left the state after
being repaired.

HAMILTON. Ohio (AP)
- Motorists are off the book for
more than 900 speeding tickets
automatically issued by a mobile
police camera m southwest Ohio

Schweitzer, a Democrat,
vetoed the Republican-backed
measure Wednesday along with
several others he called "frivolous.
unconstitutional or in direct contradiction to the expressed will of
the people of Montana"

The Boeing 757-300 has been
repainted and there is no sign of
the 5-foot hole that opened in
the plane's roof on April 1. Yuma
International Airport spokeswoman Gen Grosse said.

NORFOLK.Va-Federal
prosecutors said the latest man
indicted in the killing of four
American yachters is the highestranking pirate they ve captured
in the case.

Investigators in Lebanon
(LEH'-buh-nuhn) in southwest
Ohio say 44-year-old Esther
Kline's husband found her body
when he returned from an out-ofstate trip.
Coroner's officials say she
might have been pinned in the
window for about nine hours. Her
husband called 911 Tuesday night
when he got home.

The filing deadline is delayed
until midnight Monday because
the District of Columbia will
observe Emancipation Day
Friday. By law, local holidays in
the nation's capital impact tax
deadlines the same way federal
holidays would States generally
follow the federal deadline.
Emancipation Day marks
the occasion when President
Abraham Lincoln signed a law
ending slavery in the District
of Columbia Lincoln signed it
April 16,1862, more than eight
months before he signed the
Emancipation Proclamation,
which eventually led to all slaves
being freed.
April 16 falls on Saturday
this year, so the holiday is being
observed April 15. the traditional
tax filing deadline.

Montana voters in 2004
overwhelmingly approved the
use of medical marijuana by
the very sick. There are now
more than 28.000 registered
medical pot users.
Supporters of repeal say the
boom has gone too far and that
the voter initiative has too many
holes to be effectively reformed.
A separate bill proposing
changes in the law is now in conference committee. It may be this
Legislature's last chance of acting
on the issue with little more than
a week left in the session.
- Stephen Dockery (AP)

The jet flew to Southwest's
home base at Love Field in
Dallas on Wednesday morning.
company spokeswoman Brandy
King said. The plane made a brief
stop and then took off again for
a flight to a facility where more
permanent repairs can be made.
The aircraft tracking website
Flight Aware showed the final
destination as Greesnboro, N.C..
site of a major private repair facility The flight never went over
10.000 feet, meaning it could fly
without pressurization.
-Bob Christie (AP)

They said Wednesday that
the bilingual Mohammad Saaili
Shibin is accused of operating
from shore and negotiating ransom payments for the Americans
killed in February.
The FBI and the military
apprehended Shibin in
Somalia sometime last week.
He arrived in the U.S. on
Friday and his indictment was
unsealed Wednesday
Thirteen Somalis and a man
from Yemen pleaded not guilty
last month to piracy, kidnapping and firearms charges
related to the same hijacking of
the yacht Quest Their trial is
scheduled for Nov. 29.
Shibin was ordered to remain
m jail Wednesday until his trial.
He faces piracy, kidnapping and
weapons charges.
Shibin's arraignment was set
for April 27.
- Brock Vergakis (AP)

Suspect
returns to
California
Explosion suspect
faces charges after
fleeing his state

Visit us on our Website for our

2011-2012
FULL LISTING!

By Thomas J. Shaaran
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The suspect in an explosion at a
Santa Monica, Calif., synagogue agreed Wednesday
to return from Ohio to
face charges.
Ron Hirsch, 60, waived a
detention hearing and told
a federal magistrate judge
that he was ready to be
returned to face charges
in the blast. No plea was
entered on a federal fugitive count.
Hirsch waved and smiled
at reporters in court and
offered short, polite answers
to the judge's questions about
his case.
Los Angeles County
prosecutors have filed four
felony charges, including
possession of a destructive
device and explosion with
intent to murder.
His attorney, Daniel
Chaplin, said Hirsch will fight
the California charges and
maintains his innocence.
"He's anxious to go back to
California," Chaplin said outside court.
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The camera had been stationed in a park in Hamilton on
April 2 at the same time a youth
soccer tournament, the MidAmerican Soccer Classic, was
being held.
Police Chief Neil Ferdelman
tells The JournalNews of
Hamilton that he canceled the
tickets because of the tournament, which he says drew
many out-of-towners who were
unaware the camera was in use.
The tournament's director says
there would have been conseguences for next year's event if
Hamilton had decided to pursue
the tickets.
At $95 each, the 900 tickets
would have totaled more than
$86,000. The chief says 70 of
the tickets were mailed. Those
motorists have been sent letters
telling them: never mind.
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Another midweek meltdown

lAUBfN POfF | THf BG NBVS

TAKING IN THE GAME: Members of the Falcon baseball team watch Wednesday's 15-2 defeat from the dugout

Dayton cranks out 20 hits,
cruises to 13-2 victory over BG
By Mich.l. Wyiocki
Reporter

Dayton exploded in the latter
half of Wednesday's game with
BG. scoring a combined 10 runs
in the final 1.2 innings en route
to a 13-2 win at Steller Field.
Starting pitcher senior Matt
Malewitz struck out six Flyers
over the course of 6.1 innings,
allowing three runs on six hits to
earn the loss.
"1 just worked ahead," Malewitz
said. "I was able to throw firstpitch strikes, so that helped me
out quite a bit."
BG produced offensively in the
first inning as senior Frank Berry
led off the game with a base hit
on a Flyer error.
Following Berry, freshman
Andrew Kubuski doubled to

left, allowing Berry to be in
"The great thing about
scoring position.
Tri-captain Clay Duncan baseball is there is always
look a ball to the head and
advanced to first, loading the one more game ahead of
bases, and Matt Pitzulo hit into
a double play, which scored you, there's always more
Berry from third.
games ahead."
"My approach is the same, I
have been hitting the ball hard,"
Duncan said. "I keep going out
Clay Duncan | BG first baseman
and playing every day and I keep
taking those at-bats."
playing two different games
As a tri-captain, Duncan talk- Wednesday.
ed to the team and tried to get
"The first through the sixth
them to refocus for their upcom- inning, Malewitz went out there
ing series against Toledo.
and hit his spots and got outs,
"The great thing about baseball early outs," Blanc said "He gave
is there is always one more game us six strong innings, which is a
ahead of you, there's always more great quality start mid-week."
games ahead," he said.
LAUREN POFF ! THFBCNfWS
BASE BALI
According to assistant coach
GOOD
START:
Matt
Malewitz
had
a
solid
outing
on
the
mound,
striking
out
six in 6.1 innings of work.
Rick Blanc, the Falcons were

Rainout allows struggling Red Sox to evaluate 2-9 start to season
BOSTON (AP) — The struggling
The Red Sox began the year as
"Everybody's worried. open the four-game series against then they can do anything they like,"
Boston Red Sox are hoping a two- one of the favorites to win the
the Blue Jays, and Wednesday's Francona said when asked how
day break will help them shake off World Series. They signed freeI won't lie to you.
scheduled starter, John Lackey, will quiet things are and which player is
their slow start.
agent outfielder Carl Crawford,
be skipped until Tuesday.
the leader in the clubhouse during
Everybody's working
Two of the AL's early disappoint- traded for first baseman Adrian
There was no makeup announced the rough stretch.
ments got together for a rain-short- Gonzalez and revamped their
for the rainout.
Former Tampa Bay star Crawford,
their butt off to get
ened series, and the Tampa Bay bullpen over the winter, but they
"Definitely, turn the page you who agreed to a $142 million, sevenRays left town with a pair of victo- opened the season with two wins
know," Ortiz said. "Make things bet- year contract in December, is off to
things better."
ries and a sense they're headed in in their first 11 games.
ter and start winning ballgames."
a terrible start, hitting just .152 with
the right direction.
"Everybody's worried. I won't lie to
The Rays pounded Daisuke no homers.
Daw!
Ortiz
|
Red
Sox
designated
hitter
The Red Sox, though, can't seem you." David Ortiz said. "Everybody's
Matsuzaka on Monday night,
Three Boston starters have
to shake this miserable start.
working their butt off to get things
posting a 16-5 win. The right- ERAs over 7.00; Buchholz (7.20),
"We've created a nine-game fiasco . better. Things are not coming the — being able to step away from it," hander gave up seven runs in Matsuzaka (12.86) and Lackey
early in the season and nowwe'vegol way we expected, but everybody's Francona said.
two-plus innings and was booed (15.58). One of the new bullpen
to try and figure out a way to make trying to change things around."
Boston's next scheduled game when he departed.
additions, Dan Wheeler, also signed
it belter," Red Sox manager Terry
Now, they get two days off to think is Friday against Toronto, which is
David Price outpitched Jon Lester
See STRUGGLE | Page 7
Francona said after Wednesday's about how to turn it around.
managed by former pitching coach in the Rays' 3-2 win on Tuesday.
series finale was rained out.
"I don't think that'll hurt one bit John Panel]. Clay Buchholz will
"What we need to do is win, and
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Inge's home run gives Tigers second
straight walkoff win over Rangers
By Noah Tristor
The Associated Press

Miguel Cabrera.

DETROIT — Brandon Inge
hit a solo home run in the
bottom of the ninth inning
and the Detroit Tigers beat
the Texas Rangers in their last
at-bat for the second straight
day, 3-2 on Wednesday.
With one out. Inge hit
the first pitch from Darren
Oliver (1-1) over the left-field
wall. Jose Valverde (2-0)
pitched a scoreless lop of
the ninth for the Tigers.
Texas played its first game
since star losh Hamilton
broke his arm. The AL MVP
could miss two months after
getting hurt Tuesday, when
Detroit beat Texas 5-4 on an
RBI single in the ninth by

STRUGGLE
From Page 6

Spot starter Dave Bush
made his first appearance
of the season for Texas,
forced into duty because
of a Saturday doubleheader that taxed the rotation.
Bush made it through
three scoreless innings,
although he allowed three
hits and three walks and
threw 71 pitches.
Bush made a nice play in
the second when he fell to
the ground while fielding a
grounder by Alex Avila and
was still able to throw home
in time to catch Brennan
Boesch trying to score from
third. After loading the bases
with two walks, Bush got Will
Rhymes to ground out to end
the inning.

BASEBALL
From Page 6

away from the Rays, has
an 18.90 ERA after four
appearances.
But Rays manager )oe
Maddon, whose team started 1-8, can't imagine the
Red Sox playing that way lor
much longer.
"Honestly, when we were
1-8, I wasn't concerned," he
said. "Even what the Red Sox
are going through, there's no
doubt in my mind that they're
going to get back to what
they're supposed to do. That's
just how it is."
When asked why, he didn't
hesitate with his answer.
"They're really good," he
said. "That's why they'll come
out of it. You look at their
lineup and the guys on their
bench. They know how to
win and they're not going to
stay where they're at. There's
no doubt in my mind they'
come out of it."
Ortiz feels the same way.
"It's just a matter of time,
things are gonna get better," he
said. "They can't get no worse."

Blanc said guys that
should have been doing
their job fell short,
which caused the team
to get behind.
BG bats took the backseat against the Flyers
as they were out-hit 20-6.
The team had opportunities, but it couldn't capitalize, Blanc said.
"We weren't getting
those two-out hits, that's
the second day it's gone
that way," Blanc said.
The bullpen also needs
to go better, Blanc added.
Ben
Singer,
Ross
(ierdeman and I.evi
Fisher came in to relieve
Malewitz, and each
allowed
three runs
or more. The Falcons

Hamilton was injured
while being thrown out at the
plate when he tagged up on
a foul popup. Manager Ron
Washington said before the
game his team wouldn't be
any less aggressive on the
bases, and Texas stole three
bases Wednesday.
The Rangers took a 2-0 lead
in the sixth. With a man on
second, Nelson Cruz hit a
line drive toward shortstop
Ihonny I'eralta — but baserunner Adrian Belt re was right
in front of Pcralta, inadvertently screening him before
sprawling on the ground
to avoid being hit. The ball
skipped past I'eralta for a single, scoring Beltre.
David Murphy added
a run-scoring single. Both

3
5

Texas runs in that inning
scored on singles after runners moved from first to second on wild pitches.
The Tigers tied it in the
bottom half. Victor Martinez
and Boesch led off the
inning with back-to-hack
doubles, and Boast h even
tually scored to make it 2-all
on Inge's sacrifice fly.
Detroit
starter
Max
Scherzer went six innings,
allowing two runs and seven
hits. 1 le struck out seven and
walked two.

2
3
4

Brandon
Inge
Wentl-for-2atrhe
plate with two RBIs
and a run scored

"We didn't get it today. I'm not going to
put it on the hitters today, it's definitely
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pitching, bullpen today. We just have
to take a better approach to the game,
the guys have to be ready to pitch. Our

GREENBRIAR, INC.

mental approach needs to be better."

419-352-0717

Rick Blanc I Falcons' assistant coach

remained scoreless until We just have to take a
the ninth inning, when better approach to the
senior Ryan Schlater sin- game, the guys have to
gled to center, followed by be ready to pilch. Our
freshmen Logan Walker mental approach needs
and Jeremy Shay, who to be better."
both singled to opposite
The Falcons will stay
corners of the outfield.
at home for a weekend
"We didn't get it today," series against archBlanc said. "I'm not rival Toledo.
First pitch is schedgoing to put it on the hitters today, it's definitely uled lor.'! p in Friday at
pitching, bullpen today. Steller Field.

DID YOU KNOW?

*•

If you stop getting thirsty, you
need to drink more water. When
a human body is dehydrated^UE
thirst mechanism shuts of*

FRIDAY, APRIL IS - 7:00pm
DOYT PEKKY STADIUM
Join us under the lights at The Doyt for a preview of your 2011 BGSU
Falcons! Students can enter to win a Nintendo Wii, $100 in Visa Gift
Cards, or the opportunity to be a Guest Coach for the fourth quarter!
There will also be a post-game autograph session with your Falcons!

BGSUFALCDNS.COM

.Wo
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GREAT SELECTION OF:

1,2,3,and4Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2011
fl^TTl'
Pel Friendly Units Available
" GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(1 bedroom & efficiencies)

445 E. Wooster Bowling (ireen, OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CLASSIFIEDS
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Help Wanted

For Rent

2 sitters needed in Perrysburg
home for three boys,
one T & Th. one W & F. 8:30-5:30
Call Alicia at 419-973-6118.

1.2 8 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartmentt.com

4?

■n* no. Htw*

Help Wanted

Need cleaning people tor
1-2 weeks, starts 5/8/11
Call 419-353-0325

(BARTENDING' up to $300/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.

Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money' Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports. Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar com

Child Care Teachers/Assistants
State licensed/NAEYC accredited
program Degree and/or exp in
education or related field pref.
FT (seasonal) hours during
summer with possible PT hours
during school year
Apply at the Catholic Club,
1601 Jefferson Ave, Toledo. OH
or e-mail resume to
resumes@gaLhOllcClub.org

130 Washington - 1 BR 8 2BR's ,
$425-$650/mo ♦ all utils.
Walking distance to campus 8
downtown, laundry on site
Call 419-354-6036.
www.bqhighlandmgmt.CQm
130-134 Liberty St- 1 8 2BR.
$425-S600/mo tgas/elec. D/W.
Newly updated, great location,
available r June 8 Aug

For Sale

Immediate Direct Care
Openings In BG, Hasklns,
Wabrldge A Portage!
If you love to interact with people,
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day.
this is the job for you! Wood
Lane Residential Services, Inc. is
hiring lor FT. PT & subs positions
lo individuals with developmental
disabilities S9-S13 18/hr based
on exp Require High School
Diploma or GED S valid drivers
license & acceptable driving
record (for driving positions only)
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application
from WLRS. 545 Pearl Street.
Bowling Green. OH, Mon-Fn.
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org
EOE

Call 419-354-6036

House at 421 Conneaut w/ 3BH s.
2 baths, Irg kitch. Walk to Main St,
across from City Park/pool.
$126,900 Call 419-308-3070.

• Lrg 3 S 4 BR apts. $650 8 up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St Call 216-337-6010

3 8 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton. 4th 8 5th St.
Avail May 8 August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley com

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat S Water1
Large Patio! Pet Friendly"
(419)353-7715
www. varsitysquareapts. com

3 BR house.unturn, 139 S College
$890/mo, inclds. gas. dep. req.
Avail 8/15/11, year lease
Call 419-601-3108.

1 BR apt, close to campus.
$395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Call 419-708-9981

4 BR house. 1 bath. W/D,
S. Summit St, $795/mo » utils,
Avail Aug 7th, call 419-866-9281.

1 BR upper apt. A/C, avail Aug
S. Summit. 12 month lease.
$350/mo* util. call 419-866-9281.

4 BR house, 1st block ol Manville,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239.

1 room efflc, shared bath,
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
2BR apt avail June 1. SSOOfmo.
3BR house, avail Aug 15, 2011,
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.

426 E. Wooster, 3 bedroom,
$750/mo, avail August 2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

Lifeguard & Swim Instructors
Lifeguard. First Aid & CPR
Cert required. Exp in leaching
lessons a plus PT. FT (seasonal)
for summer S8 25-$9.50/hr.
Apply al Catholic Club,
1601 Jefferson Ave. Toledo. OH
or e-mail resumes to:
resumes@CatholicCluborg

6 BR house, 916 Third St.
Avail Aug 1. W/D. close to
campus. $1500/mo Free parking
419-308-2676 bgtoledorent.com

1, 2 & 3 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

Brick home, 2BR. nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882
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ACROSS

1 Poker Flat chronicler Harte
5 Syrup brand
9 Scatter
14 Plane opening?
15 Farsi-speaking republic
16 Sports venue
17 Where sea meets sand
19 Like most attics
20 Mob enforcer
21 Gp. concerned with fluoride safety
23 Links elevator?
24 Old Great Lakes natives
25 Behind-the-scenes worker
28 Christmas mo.
29 Water temperature gauge?
31 Pro vote
32 USPS earner's assignment
33 Words of sympathy
35 Potato cutter
37 Light controller-either of its first two
words can precede either part of
17-, 25-, 51 - and 61 -Across

:.

40
42
43
44
47
48
51
54
56
57
58
59
61
63
64
65
66
67
68

1
2
3
4
5
6

Lambasted
Put to work again
Titillating
Singer with the Mel-Tones
Brick baker
George W.'s first press
secretary
7 Attacked with clubs and
such
8 In the future
37
9 Glum
10 Liar's undoing
38
39
11 Fact-finding process
12 Understanding
40
41
between nations
13 Method
18 It stretches from Maine 45
46
to Florida
48
22 Make better, as
49
Cheddar
25 Lord's laborer
50
26 Falling object's
52
direction
27 _ Spiegel: German
53
magazine
30 Stumblebum
55
58
33 Roadside rest stop
34 Clairvoyance, briefly
36 Like many a slick road 59
60

Passe
Lash flash?
Suffix with cord
Scale fourths
Fictional Arabic
woodcutter
Wall St. hedger
Ares or Mars
Stimulate
Uncle _: Berle nick
name
Western dry lakes
How to turn something into nothing?
Effect's partner
Go by bike
Youngest to reach
500 HRs
Auto club offering
What mad people
see?
62 Pint contents

in

Flora eaters, perhaps
Brief and forceful
Pilot's no.
Toothed tool
Unused
Rock guitarist's aid
Distract
Spring time
Place for a pint
Place for a cup
Anatomical ring
Steppes native
Sentry's |0b
Carrying a lot of weight
Cold capital?
Largest continent
Used hip boots
Feat
Winemaking waste

WINTHROPTERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
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400 E. Napoleon Road
Bowling Green

419-352-9135
Email winthrop@geidenich.com

WWW.WINTHR0PTERRACE.COM ^XIX*"

Efflc, 1 8 2 BR apts, May or Aug
For more info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

-VILLAGE

1

II

2 BR 8 3BR houses,
S600mo » utilities.
Avail. Aug Call 419-352-4850
2 BR apt, halt block from BGSU,
$550/mo, elec 8 gas incl. unfurn.
Avail 5/15/11, call419-601-3108

For Rent

Kidzwatch all centers now hiring
care givers for days. eves. &
weekends Send resume or apply
in personal3150 Bostwick,
Levis Commons, Perrysburg. OH
info@kidzwatch.net.
www.kidzwatch.net

ir» \0-i. r» -^ic-i* ry.v •-•*. v^yvjEj! r~}.X

11-12 houses remain, apts/etfic.
all next to campus, 419-353-0325.
CartyRentals.com/some sem only
Also summer only rentals avail.

PT Bartender needed, exp. pref.
Send resume to:
PO Box 1278, BG, OH 43402

WWWBGNEWS.COM

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

Gas|t«atVWer,CooHngl
High Speed Intern*
Basic Cable
Resident Shuttle
DVO Library
Water i Trash

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!. Houses' Condos!
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S Main St. BG
419-352-5620

Nice, large 6BR. zoned for 6.
2 baths, avail May, MUST SEE!
S1675/mo, call 419-353-0326.

Subleaser needed, 220 Court St
May to July 31st. $260/mo util incl
Lrg studio, 419-438-3953.

Room for rent, S. College.
$350/mo, utils incl. newly
remodeledlCall 419-708-9981

Nice 1BR. near campus.
Avail August 2011. S425/mo.
Call 419-352-5882

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

Why rent? Own and pay less per
month! Immaculate, updated
house for sale w/ 3BR's, newer
W/D & appl. all incl, 3 car off st
parking. Don't wait In this one!
New floors, furnace, A/C & roof.
419-308-2339-Danbury Realtors

APARTMENTS

House w/ 3 seperate 1 BR units,
all avail in June, $450/mo ♦ elec.
All w sep entrnc. 419-654-5716.

• Apartments Available *
• Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU*
• Pet friendly community *

$8 - $14+ an hour!

• Heat included *

Par! Time during school
II Time during summer break

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Loaned ttl

300 Napoleon Road
In Bowling Green

NEW REDUCED RENT!
Houses 1 block from BGSU,
239 Manville - $750/mo.
227 S. College - $750/mo.
Good condition, pet friendly!
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman.
www.froboserentals com

www.homecltylce.com

isr

NO EXPf HENCE NEEDED • WIL IRAN

1-800-899-8070

iHfe£
•

May -12 month leases
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $380/mo
322 E. Court - 1br - S440/mo.
453 S Prospect - 1br - $330/mo
266 Manville - 2br -$590/mo.
837 3rd St - 3br - $825/mo
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-B917
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3 Bedroom Townhouses/Homes/Apts.
Only a Few Left

• Mot C*»imiJ^iM 11-01.1 ml F« 1
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Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS

ills iluil. .nil Sliiniii-iM-1. Mlldios
■r.semesw. a yea leases • Indudes cat*, gas. tHrailc ««n
LaunttytaoW-s • Ojcdow pool use
i.nja fj _i_uj I iriMif

M

ALSO INCLUDED

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING

Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

I N.t.f.'niMl C ouches i IHH'U out
shiiini-iM-l. * illn-i' C iijKltViiiiniiiMis IIIKI TimiilioMit

SIVM-JUB'

•
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•
•

Rent Payable Online
S

Stove. Mge. dbnwastier. dtspoui
Jacuzzi tub n son* urva
DtriOfto in some unto
flreplsniCentrala»

iiKiiliilili. mil. (I

BASIC CABLE

STOP BY
AND SEE US

INCLUDED

No Appointments Necessary

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

400E.NapoTeonRd.
419-352-9135

IM

I lie mmMll!

Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

SHAMR0CHBC.COM
419 354-0070

INCLUDED

Off Street & Guest Parking
Recycling Program
Free Video Library with New Releases

/724 t. WOOSTER

INCLUDED

PliI muk I ■—■

New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances

r S650/mcntn + utwes
Vaster arc! ctyci hook up
PetFnendry
aitedroom

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value
6

